Identifying regional activity associated with temporally separated components of working memory using event-related functional MRI.
This study describes the neural circuitry underlying temporally separated components of working memory (WM) performance-stimulus encoding, maintenance of information during a delay, and the response to a probe. While other studies have applied event-related fMRI to separate epochs of WM tasks, this study differs in that it employs a methodology that does not make any a priori assumptions about the shape of the hemodynamic response (HDR). This is important because no one model of the HDR is valid across the range of activated brain regions and stimulus types. Systematic modeling inaccuracies may lead to the misattribution of activity to adjacent events. Twelve healthy subjects performed a numerical version of the Sternberg Item Recognition Paradigm adapted for rapid presentation event-related fMRI. This paradigm emphasized maintenance rather than manipulative WM processes and used a subcapacity WM load. WM trials with different delay lengths were compared to fixation. The HDR of the entire WM trial for each trial type was estimated using a finite impulse response (FIR). Regional activity associated with the Encode, Delay, and Probe epochs was identified using contrasts that were based on the FIR estimates and by examining the HDRs. Each epoch was associated with a distinct but overlapping pattern of regional activity. Activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, thalamus, and basal ganglia was exclusively associated with the probe. This suggests that frontostriatal neural circuitry participates in selecting an appropriate response based on the contents of WM.